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l. In.troduct:i,on· 
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4a 
If future increases in the world-wide demand for food are to be 

satisfied at· sbcially accepta.ble price levels and in the absence of a 

1 

triage system based on ability to pay, then the level of U.S. as well as 

world supply bf food must increase. Furthermore, if these objectives are 

to be met consistently over a continuum of harvests rather than under the 

expected conditions -of some long-run equilibrium planning period, then. 

the- timing. of supply ~ncreases is· also critical. The level of supply at 

any point in time .is argued by economists to depend upon 1) the state of· 

t~chnology or technical knowledge- employed to combine resources and 2) 

the levels at which resources are conilllitted. It follows that changes in 

· supply can only come from changes in the technology employed or in the 

levels of input resources. 

The nature of the technology employed.in production (applied 

technology) must be. distinguished from the best practice technology known 

at a point in time because new technology is not instantaneously diffused 

throughout an economy. Changes in applied technology canbe argued to 

depend upon changes in the rate at which new technical knowledge diffuses 
. . . · .. - . . . . :·· . 

. (the diffusion rate) and/or on changes in the best practice technology •. 

The diffusion rate dependsupon·a complex setot,social, political,

economic as well as phyi;;ica.i issues at both the producer and the market 

levels. The rate at which any new technology will diffuse through an 

· economy would be extremely difficult to predict. Any prediction would 

carry with it a large risk of error. Changes in the best practice 

technology likei:rise are highly unpredictable due to their dependence upon 

the serendipity of discovery and innovation as well as its coordination 
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with needs. It is fair to conclude that a prediction that future changes 

in applied tec.hnology will allow supply to keep pace with growth in 

demand would carry with it a high risk of error. The objective of this 

paper is to consider the problem of measurement and prediction of the 

role of changes in applied technology in changing product supply in 

agriculture. Although the explanation of applied technical change could 

be based upon a knowledge of or separate explanation of innovation effort 

and diffusion processes the present paper will focus only on measurement 

of applied technical change and measurement of supply increases resultant 

from changes in inputs which are under direct control by managers of.· 

production. Here after, we drop the label "applied" and use the briefer 

label of only technical change or productivity to mean cha.nges in applied 

technology or applied productivity. 

The relevance of the predictability of technical change and its 

impact on supply for the management of agricultural land can be seen if 

the role and predictability of the levels of resources committed to the 

production of food are considered. Broadly speaking, these resources can 

be classified as either 1) uncontrollable by the production manager over 

any duration of time, or exogeneous inputs, or 2) controllable within a 

short period of time, or endogeneous inputs. Climate canbe placed 

within the former category, while in the latter might be placed inputs 

which depending upon economic feasibility are allocated to the production 

of food. Obviously, if a particular input's availability is so 

restrict·ed as to lead to non-price rationing then that input could also 

be thought of as in the first category~ This possibility implies 

marketed inputs would not necessarily fall into the endogeneous input 
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category. By. definition \he· changes- in use of. ~;oge~eous inputs ts 
unpredictable.. In contrast, chang.es in -utilization of endogeneous inputs 

·. ·~ . 

· d.epend upon the i~~eta~t.i.~n of relative prices· and. the contribution of · 
th~ inputs to incr~asi~g output. Forecasts of the growth in utilization 

of these 1npu~s depends up.on forecasts of fliture relative prices as well. 

as the highly uncertain nature of technology Which will be employed in 
: ; .. · .. . . . ' .· 

· the future. . Furthermore, the ability to forecast uti)..i zation depends 

upon th~ input remaining endogeneoti~•. . The expe rierice of the seventies. 
. . . . .,. . ., 

. . . 

serves as a sufficient basis to conclude' th.at fut~re prices; ai:{d even 
·. .·· ·.. . . .'· . 

... . . . physical availability of p~rticqlar. i~p~t~·- cannot· be- predicted with 

certainty •• 
. . 

Within this setting of· uncertainty; the broadly classified land 

1~put .· to ag~icuitu~e co~1d play an import~n.t ro1e,. whether· inputs .. ·· 
. ·.. ' . ':.:' . . .~. ,_ .. . . . :_ . :· .. : . . . . ·: . '. . .·. : . . . :· ' 

derived from land resources are direct substitutes orcomplenients for 

marketed inputs, they offer flexibil;ity in meeting future needs. 

Fµrthermote, the physical and economic feasibility of ado.ption of new 
.• . 

techno.logies is conditioned· by the nature of land -re~ources available • 

. The conclusion can be drawn that in the. face of substantial uncertainty 

concerning . the · ~vailabili ty and . t.imirtg of the occutrence and·· adoption of 

new, technologies. as well ~s the economic fec1sibil:i,tf of expanded use of 

mat;keted ~nput~; 'th_en{knage~e~t o.f land "re~ot1rce£; ;rovid~$. a forni of 

.·.·. insura~~e that. f1iture demands.: can be. met • ·. Thus, while> the. pr'esenf paper 

..... Wiil not .. address iss•Ues'. of l~nd management:,. it .will:•at:tempt to·. outline 

..· _the nature and so:rces it uncertainty. char~ctedzing·: foreca;ts ·.of _changes 
.. _: .... -:_ ... ,". . . :·_. _· .. ·:._·:. .. .. 

....• in technology; and thereh¥·, lend. suppo.rt for th~ . i.mpo;tailce bf b:ind 

manage1,nertt .pplicy~- ·. 
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Perhaps the greatest reflection of the uncertainty which 

characterizes forecasts of future technical change is the disagreement 

among the forecasts of researchers studying the problem. As indicators 

of the level of technology these studies focus on a variety of measures 

of the productivity of resources employed in food production. The 

definition of the productivity measure which best indicates the level of 

technology is itself a crucial issue in the forecasting of technical 

change. Past studies have employed two measures: yield per acre and 

total factor productivity. The usefulness of each of these definitions 

will be considered in more detail in the next section. Evans (1980], and 

Jensen (1978) have argued that biological limits are soon to be met if 

the current.process of change in productivity is extrapolated. their 

case is based on the presumptions that 1) the contributions of past 

genetic innovation, improved management practices, and increased use of 

energy intensive inputs have been largely exhausted and 2) that the. 

potential for future contributions from changes in these categories are 

unlikely. An opposing view has been taken by Ruttan [1980) and Heady 

(1980) who have argued that past innovations have not even been 

completely adopted in the U.S. much less in LDC counties. In addition, 

they argue that future gains in productivity can be expected to follow 

from research and development expenditures just as they have in the past. 

Lu and Quance [ 1979] also emphasize the importance of research and 

development expenditures as the fuel for future improvements in 

productivity. The debate appears to hinge upon the forecast of the 

return in increased productivity which is likely to result from continued 

research and development expenditures. The pessimists believe no return 

.'\ 

I 
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can be expected because bf the ex:;i.sterice of bfologfoal HmHs; the 

optimists bel:;i.eve those l:;i.m:;i.ts are :;i.llus:;i.onary. 

2. Definitfons and Measures of Technical Changes 

2 .1 Representation of the Effects of Technical Change 
on Production Functions 

Before proceeding .to consider the measurement.or 

forecasting of technical change, it is useful to review essential 

definitions. The agricultural production process must be distinguished 

from the traditibnal manufacturing process on two bases. First, 

agricultural processes typically result in multiple outputs being 

produced by a single firm. In part, this results. from attempts to fully 

utilize available resources and from efforts t.o reduce risk by· 

diversification., However, there also exist physical benefits .from 

diversification which mean.that inputs employed in the production of one 

output also indirectly affect the production of· other outputs (e.g. use 

of pesticides). Economists label such production processeS as joint. 

5 

Secondly, agricultural production relies and is affected by inputs which 

are not under the control of the production manager (or producer) such as 

climatic events, and pest or weed infestations. In.order to discuss 

concepts and measurement of technological change, it. is necessary to 

introduce mathematical notation concerning the .relationship between 

irtputs and outputs°' Given that the agricultural firm employs a multitude 

of inputs to produce a variety of outputs, it is necessary to employ a 

generalizatiOn of. the tradit:iorial single output production function used 

in microeconomics. To describe the outputs. and inputs, the following 

vectors wtll be employed: 



Y: 1 x m vector of outputs,. indexed i=l, ••• m 

X: J x n vector of inputs which are variable in the 

short-run, indexed by h=l, •• n, 

e: 1 x p vector of inputs which are fixed in the 

short-run, indexed r=l, ••• p, and 

Z; a general vector of products,. i.e.{Y:X:0)~ 

Using this notation, the multiple output, multiple input production 

function, or more generally, the product transformation function will be 

written: 

2.1) Y1 = G(Y,X;0) 

where Y represents the vector. (Y2, •.•• Y ) •. 
. m 

Two approaches have been taken to specify the way in which the 

6 

input-output relation is affected by technical change. Solow [ 1959, 

1962] and Salter [ 1960] have argued that .technical change is typically 

incorporated or "embodied" in new prod,ucts (or new vintages of existing 

products) and, therefore, the input-output relation is specific to the 

vintage of the inputs involved. Technological change can be embodied in· 

new capital goods or in quality improvements in other inputs such as 

labor, pesticides or seeds. An alternative to the embodiment hypothesis 

is that of.disembodied technical change. That is, changes in the input- /'. 

outputrelation result from changes in the technique of combining inputs, 

or know-how. In agriculture, such changes would include changes in 

cultural practices such as spacing of plants or timing of activities. 

Jorgenson (1966] notes that the possibility of embodied technical change 

implies that investment, research, and development expenditures rep.resent 

• 
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possible indicato.rs of technical change. Education and expenditures for 

the dissemination of information would play .a role i.n fostering both 

types of technical change. 

7 

The effect of either form of technical change can be stated in terms 

of instability of the functional form of the product tra.nsformation 

function. By the addition of a time subscript to the transformation 

function to indicate that at any time t during the period of time TH e: T, 

the function G can be thought of as conditioned by the existing state of 

knowledge denoted by the vector ISt.~. That is, 

2.2) ¥ t e: T 
H' 

As. written, the functional. relation between inputs and outputs in 2.2) 

captures the essence of the argument presented in the introduction. 
. . 

Changes in the levels of outputs can occur as a result of changes in the 

level of technology employed as represented by the fut1ction Gt or from 

changes in the levels of inputs (Xt, 6t) employed ln production. · By 

definition, inputs in the vector X are controllable in the. short--run by 
t 

producers .while those in 6 t are< inflexible. in the short-run. As noted 

the vector 6 ... contains input flows which can be changed only in the long
t 

run (e.g., buildings .and equipment or the flows from land resources) as 

well as those exogeneous inputs·. which are never controllable such as the 

productive characteristics of climatic events. 

Although from a theoretical viewpoint, technological change is 

reflected in changes in G (·}, empirical measurement relies on the impact t .· . 

of technical change on the efficiency of inputs. That is, the effect of 

technical change can be equi.valently stated either in terms of: 1) 



changes in the functional relation among inputs and outputs as 

represented by Gt(.) or 2) for a given functional relation (say G(.)) 

which is constant over time, the effects can be expressed as changes in 

the quantity of efficiency units of inputs employed in production. The 

latter approach is the standard relied upon for measurement of technical 

change and will be employed here to discuss alternative measures of 

technical change and productivity. 

That is, define the function G such that: 

2.3) 

2.4) 

" '\,. 

Ylt = G(Yt,xt, 6t) ¥ t e; 'i' 

'\, 

where Xt is a vector of unobservables defined by: 

¥ t e: T 

where Kt is in general, a 1 x k vector of 

characteristics of the state of technical knowledge; 

however, fo:r simplicity it will be assumed a 

scalar. 

The functions ~x(·) are traditionally interpreted as translating the 
'\, 

physical units of Xt into efficiency units of Xt. By substitution and 

composition of functions, 

¥ t e; T 

where G is given an appropriately new definition. 

8 
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2.2 Al.ternative Definitions of Productivity 

With this representation the extent and impacts of technical change 

can be measured. The object of traditional concern has been 

productivity, a term which now deserves more precise definition. 

Although by definition, the functional representation of the product 

transformation function provides a full characterization of the 

productive relation between inputs and outputs, productivity measures 

attempt to provide efficient summaries of that relation. Clearly, the 

measure of interest depends upon the questions of interest. Where a 

9 

particular input is of interest due to the private or social implications 

of its use, measures of partial productivity comparing output flows to 

the utilization of ·that input may be of interest. For· example, if an 

input's supply is limited, measures of the average product of that input 

could serve.as a guide for both short~ and long-runnon-,price allocation 

decisions. If the input were variable in the short-run and its 

allocation were based on profit maximizing choice, then its partial 

productivity would depend on prices as well as technical change • 

. However, the usefulness of such measures for the measurement of technical 

change even when the input is fixed in the short-run is limited<. 

For example,if the average product of a fixed input L were of 

interest as a ~artial productiv.ity measure (PP), the change in PP over 

time would reflect changes in other inputs and changes in L, in addition 

to changes in<technology.. Consider the single output (q) case where: 

q - g(X,L,K) 

= 



2. 7) 

Using 2.6) 

2.8) 

. P .. p = 3PP j_ = at PP 

·o· h xh 
q ·= r --a¾ q 

and by SU bs titu tion: 

O· 2£... ¾ 2.9) PP = E 
a~ q . 

O· 0 

q - L. 

0 

¾ + 

O· 

¾ + 

.£&. L 
o·. 

+ . .!L £ 0 

·-.· L K sL q oK. q 

18. L .0 la. l< 0 

(@L . ...-.- l)L + It q 8K q . 

If the hypothesis that choices maximize profits. is maintained,. then· 

and 

.2.&.:).=1\¾ 
2 .. 10) a~. q pq 

¥ h=l, ••.. n. 

. . 

o a¾ P o. r . a¾ ¾ o + aXii L .; 

Z.ll) 1\i·= i3P ¾ p + k=l .... ·~ 1Si ¾_ dL ~ L 

where R is a 

p is a 

single 

1 

1 

a~1 
+ ---o K 

K o 
K 

'¾ 

X n·vectOr of 

X m vector of 

input: 

output 

output case m=l) ~· 

prices, 

prices (in the 

_.):::, 

1· 
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0, 

PP is seen to reflect changes in as 

0 

by K and any changes ,in 1. 'That is, 

PP., 

for by effects of three types of changes: · 1) 

output and input prices (the first term on the right-hand side 

of 2.)2}}, 2}changes in use of the restricted input L 

;~d }) ~hinges .fo technology ( the third term) • In the mu:ltiple output 

case,. and where there exist exogeneous inputs, similar. effects:.cari be 

Given this result it: should be .clear that changes in 

cannot in gertera1 be identified from 

when prices, the levels Of exogeneous inputs (e.g. of the 
' ' 

input L) remain constant will the yield series serve as> a 

a measure of productivity is desired which solely 

in 01.1tpt1.t not accounted for by. changes in inputs,. equation 2.8) 

an o:\,vious alternative.· . If an 



then the measure of total fact.or productivity (TFP) defined 

2.14) TFP = q/X 
I 

12 

. will satisfy the objective. That is, by substitution of 2.13) into 2.8) 

2.15) 

0 

Inspection of 2.9) and 2.10) indicates that TFP can be written as the sum 
0 

of PP and an adjustment for the contributions of all inputs other than L 

to the change in output. At a theoretical level, the conclusion can be 

drawn that if it is the identification of the impact of technical change 

on the level of output that is of interest, then onl-y the concept of 

total factor productivity is appropriate. This point is made more 

clearly by the relationship between TFP and PP which can be easily 

established by combination of 2.7) and 2.15): 

0 0 0 0 

2.16) TFP = PP - L - XI. 

That is, total factor productivity change which is by definition the 

effect of technical change on output can be obtained from a measure of 

partial productivity change based on a yield series only if changes in 

yields are adjusted for changes in the restricted input Land all other 

inputs (as captured by XI). If measures of the first and second terms on 

th~ right hand side of 2.12) could be obtained, the impact of technical 

change on changes in yield of q from L could be obtained from 

• 
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substracting those terms from the partial productivity measure PP in 

0 
2 .12) and untangling the remaining terms to identify TFP. which is by 

13 

definition c1-measure of the impact of technical change on output. This, 
. . 

however, would obviously be a circuitous route to take to measure TPF and 

0 

would require the same data as required to directly measure TPF. 

Extending th:i.s argument to the multiple output case .. requires an 

important change in the definition of TFP. If an index of total output 

. (Q1 ) could be defined, e.g., such that. 

m. Y. o, 
1: 3G 0 

2 .17) Q 
l. Y. = ay. Yi I i=L l. 

l. 

TFP = 

then 

- X • I 

However, in order for either QI or XI to exist the product transformation 

function would have to be separable with respect to, inputs and outputs. 

product transformation function could be. written: 

and· using 2 .19), the Jorg~nson and Griliche.s [ 196 7] 

derived. See Section 4.3 for a detailed. discussion of .the implications 



Where the product transformation functfon is nOt separable with 

respect to inputs and outputs an alternative approach must be taken. A 

possibility is suggested by the asynunetriG form of the product 

14 

transformation function, 2.1). Specifically, one output (e.g. Y1) can be 

chosen as an index of output level and TFP defined such .that: 

0 o- .0 

2.21) TFP = Y1 - G 

where 

2.22) 

p e 
k oG 0 oG K 0 r e + K + r=J. a'e yl oK yl r 

r 

or in more convenient notation, 

m 0 n 0 p 0 0 

= k s. Y. + k sh ¾ + k s er + sk K 
J; J. r 

r=l h=l r=l 

or in convenient notation and to make the time dependence explicitive 

rewrite 2.22) as~ 

0 m - 0 n_ 0 p 0 0 

2.23) G = k Git yit + }:Ght~t + I: G rt8rt + At 
i=2 h=l .. r=l 

,. 
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Differentiating 2.1) with respect to time and substituting Y1 into 2.21), 
0 

the relation between TFP and technical change is established: 

2.24) 

While this measure provides a measure of technical change it does so by 

focusing on.the impact on the level of Y1• Although this renders the 

measure dependent upon the choice of output used to indicate the level of 

production, conditional upon that choice, 2.24) provides an acceptable 

measure of techni.cal change.. If the distinction between outputs and 
0· 

inputs is dropped,then even the single output index TFP is based on the 

arbitrary choice of output as the net product which is to be employed to 

indicate the effects of technical change. We may, therefore, conclude 

that the product asymmetric definition of total factor productivity 

presented tn 2.24) exactly parallels that which is traditionally used for 

single output production processes. 

2.3. Measurement of. Biases in Technical Change 

In addition to the, impact of technical change on the level of 

· output, its impact on the allocation of inputs is important to 

.understand. As technology changes, some inputs become more productive 

while others become less productive. These effects are revealed as 
. . 

producers change the mix of inputs to be used in production despite the 

absence of any changes in relative prices. As will become clear later in 
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the pa.per, knowledge of the nature of these effects in the past is 

crucial for the forecasting of future trends in productivity. Following 

Hicks' {1932] terminology, the impacts of technical change on product 

transform.ation (i.e., the nature of fx(Kt)) can be classified by the 

ultimate effect on the marginal rates of substitution (or transform.ation) 

.between products. That is, from 2.4) I\ becomes an argument in the 

transformation function and as it changes, the surfaces of the production 

possibilities set viewed in various product spaces are stretched or 

shrunk and tracings of the contours of these surfaces (isoproduct curves) 

are shifted or skewed. Because of the matching of the slopes of these 

isoproduct curves with price ratios which is required by profit 

maximizing choice of product combinations, the impacts of technical 

change are revealed by changes in chosen product combinations which occur 

in the absence of changes in price ratios or fi:xed factors. Although 

such changes in product combinations are not readily observable, for a 

given specification of technical change they are identifiable via 

econometric methods. 

By Hicks' classification, technical change has no effect on relative 

product choices (i.e., neutral) if the technical change does not disturb 

the marginal rate of substitution ( transformation) measured along a ray 

through the product choice made within the previous technical regime. 

The technical change will result in changes in relative product choices 

only when it results in a change in the marginal rate of substitution 

(transformation). For example, in(¾,~) input space between time t...-1 

and t, technical change is Hicks'¾ 



• 

2.25) :::~;:1 l 
using J 

relative to ~ if 
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: I',. 0 

aG(Y 0 ,X 0 ,0 ,Kt) / aG(Y 0 ,X 0 ,e;Kt) 

a¾ a¾ 

" 

> 
< 

aG{Y 0 ,X 0 , 0°,Kt-1) / aG (Y0 ,X 0 , 0°,Kt-l) 

a~ a¾ 

where Y0 ,; X0 , 6° are initial positions of Y; X, 6 respectively.· 

3. Measurement of the Impacts of Technological Change 

Thediscussion,in Section 2established that·in general changes in 

yield reflect changes in inputs due to changes in prices,. fixed inputs 

and technology in addition to the direct effect of technical change on 

output level achievable from a fixed quantity of a particular input, say 

L. Only during periods when relative prices and the use of the fixed 

input L (upon which the partial productivity measure is. based) remain 

constant will the yield series provide· a basis for measurirtg the impact. 

of technical change on output levels. Thus,. although in terms of 

apparent operational simplicity yield series are attractive, as a basis 

for inference concerning the nature of technical change, relative prices 

do not remain constant. For this reason, it was argue~ that if yield 

series are to be relied upon to study the impacts of technical change, 

their use involves all complications and data. requirements that are also 

involved in the measurement of total factor productivity change. A 

corrolary which will be discussed in Section 6 is that forecasts .of 

technical change which are made in the context of forecasts of yields 

will be Characterized by at least the same degree of possible error in 



forecast as would forecasts of total factor ptoductiv:f.ty change. The 

-_ t>rincipal difference-· in the two approaches is that a forecast of total 

factor productivity change is a forecast of the· impact of techt1.ical 

change on outp1.1t levels, whereas a: forecast of yields also involves a 

forecast of levels of prices and fixed inputs, making the forecast of 
. . . . 
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technical change only implicit. The problem of forecasting the level of 
. . 

changes in either yield or total factor productivity relies upon accurate_ 

measurement and explanation of the level of these variables._ This latter 

issue, will be the subject of this- and the following section. · 
' . ' 

Measurement of the levels of yields, total factor productivity .or 

of -b_ias_es' ::fu~techtli:C::a,l change; on . :relative 'input use requires: th-'; 

use of a model which explains their levels in_ te·!'llls, of levels of other 

variables. By-the definition of PP, i.t is the Yield of q per unit oft.. 

The level of L is· pre-.detetmined or exogeneo11s and, thereby, requires no 

further explanatio.n. In contrast,.ithe level of q is chosen by the 

producer in the context of technological as well as economic feasibility. 

Similarly, the levels of inputs X (the changes- in which are involv.ed :i,.n 

the definition of total factor productivity change 2.21) are determined 

by producers as allocation decisions in the context of technological and 

economic £eai;;ibility. The conclusion can be drawn that whether the. focus 

of interest is yield or total factor productivity, an economic model of -

the choice of inputs and outputs is required. As will be seen, 

sp-ecificatio11- of suC:h a model of choice _must include maintained 

hypotheses or assumptions concerning the .economic goals or· objective·s of 

the producer, physical constraints: which limi~ or restrict choices, and 

functional characteristics of the product transformation function. · Even 

~ .... 
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in the absence of a detailed statement of these assumptions, they are at 

least implicit in any model of choices, see Weaver [19BO]. Thus, while 

the functional form of the product transformation functiort has been 

recognized as a dominant issue in the measurement of total productivity 

change, it is of equal importance in the explanation of the level of 

yield to land, or any other partial productivity measure. Similarly, 

although the applied literature has recognized the necessity and 

importance of assumptions concerning the objectives and constraints that 

determine choices of inputs and outputs, these items are of equivalent 

importance in the measurement of the level of yields. The remainder of 

this section will .consider these points in more technical form. 

3.1 Total Factor Productivity 

Section 2 noted that an immediate implication of technical change 

was that the functional form of G (•) would change over time. In order 
t 

to measure the impacts of technical change, an algebraic form must be 

assumed for the product transformation function. Even if yields are the 

subject of interest, specification of a functional form for a yield 

equation implicitly involves specification of a functional form for 

G/ •). This follows from the fact that the yield model must recognize 

that yield is a choice and so its relaticmship with prices and fixed 

inputs is determined by the assumed objectives cif the producer and the 

functional form of G, see Weaver [ 1980]. The instability of Gt can be 

thought of as instability irt the parameters of its algebraic form. 

The nature of that parameter instability must be specified if the 

function is to be estimated using asampledrawn from more than one 
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· technological regime. Iri the terminology of Section 2, · this wo.uld 

req:uire specification of the elements of Kt. However, if l\ is 

recognized as a vector of unobservables determined by both embodied and 

disetnbod.ied technical changes, then ot1ly two courses are possible,. each · 

involving errors in measurement • 

. · As one alternative,. if the determinants of technical :change could be 

identified an(i functionally related to Kt' then by composition of 

functions those determinants could be directly introduced as arguments in 

the product transformation function.. Although this may appear to be 

infeasible given current u:nderstanding · of the process of innov;ition. and . 

its, adoption:, at a general level eJCPenditures on investment, re.search and 
:• . . · . 

. development and education might be identified and introduceed. This is · 

the course chosen (with variations) by Denison f 1957], G:riliches [1960, 
. . . . . . 

. . . . . 

1963, 1964 J, Fis'helson [ 1971]; Hayami [ 1969], Hayami and Ruttan [1971 l,. 

Huffman [ l 978 l,. and Lu, Cline and Quance { 1979] • Denny,: Fuss and 

Waverma.n (1979] have employed indicators of the extent of adoption of riew 
. . 

technologies. However, as David and Van DeKlundert [1965] argue a useful 

alternative is to separate the steps of- measurement and explanation of 

determinants of the technical change. As indicated by 2 .24) an: accurate. 
. 0 

estimate o.f TFP would provide such a measure in the absence of any· 

explanation. The only remaining problem is the estimation of the product: 

transformation function without any measure of K. To the extent•. that the 

elements of K.· are uncorrelated with current levels of elements· in the 

information vector (Pt,Rt,0t), exclusion of a measure of KwiTl bias only 

constant terms in models of technology or choice. 

-·~.,.-· .· 
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A strategy which falls between the two alterrtat:i.ves noted above is 

based on the recognition that if innovation and adoptionare processes 

which result in a continuous process of technical change, at least a 

portion of the impact of technical change on output level will be 

continuously related to time. If each new innovation is adopted 

according to a time related process (e.g., one following a logistic 

function as assumed by Griliches (1957]), but new innovations are rapidly 

and continuously introduced, then the convolution of the dynamic impacts 

of these processes on output could be expected to bear a constant 

functional relation with time. This descriptive approach will· be adopted 
0 

here to allow decomposition of the unexplained residual measured by TFP 

into a component that is related to time and one that is not. 

Following this approach the changes in K will. be assumed to occur 

with an annual frequency {i.e., Th= 1 ¥ h)·and to be monotonically 

related to t by a twice differentiable function,. e.g.,, define for each 

element K of the vector K gt t 

3.1) K = K (t) gt g 
V g=l , ••• K. 

By substitution, 

3.2) 

which allows 

3.3) 
A 

= G{Y- --,x· -;e-·- , ~) 
t t t 

¥ h=l, ••• n 

0 

A$ written in equatfon 2.21) TFP prese.nts the basis for a Divisia 

[1926] index. 
0 .. . 

Specifically, if TFP is tntegrated betweentwo points in 
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time, say t and t*, then we can define the Divisia index number of total 

0 

factor productivity as TFP D. 

0 

3.4) 

where 

3.5) G (t*) 
I 

GI(to) 

A(t*) 
A(t 0 ) -

Y (t*) /Y (t 0 ) 
l . l 

t* 0 t* m 
·= exp [f to G] = exp [fto(I: 

i=2 

n 0 
p 

+ h~l Sh(t) ¾Ct) + E s (t) r=l r 

0 

S.(t) Y.(t) 
l. l. 

0 

e 1/t))] 

It is important to note the caveats offered by Hulten [1973] concerning 

the integrability of 2.21). 

Although the Divisia index number would provide a precise measure of 

technical change, it relies upon continuous measures of production 

elasticities, outputs and inputs. In essence 3.4) represents a ratio of 

index numbers of the numeraire output to an aggregate of all other 

outputs and inputs. In order to obtain measures of this index using 

discrete data various index number formulae have been employed as 

discrete approximations to the Divisia index. The problem of measurement 

of total factor productivity can, therefore, be thought of as one of 

selection of an index number formula based on discrete data which 

provides a close approximation to the continuous Divisia index. From a 

.. 
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. . 

more general perspective,. the Divisia index represents a transformation. 
: . .· . . . . . ·.; ·. 

of the product transformation function G(,J which can be interpreted as 
.. ·. . . A. 

~ggregadng, tht;?. nt?t pl;'bducts in vectors Y. and X. and can be labeled as an 
·. ·.. . . ··.. . 

.·· aggregator function. The problem is. to. select a :method of measuring 
. } . .. . . ·. 

GI(•} using discrete d~ta •. This appl;"OXimatero,eaSUJ;"e. of Gr(•Y will be 

labeled GI(.). As in the_ c~se whel;"e a me;isure of .. the product. 
. . . .· ,' .· .. · .. 

transformation G(•) · is of interest, this involves spe~ification of a 

functional form ~or· G/ •) and choice of a method for measuring its 

parameters.. It i~- intuitive that since G1( •} is ari.: approx:i.inat-ion of the _ 

aggregator function Gr(•), th~. form. of the discrete index should also· be 

J;"ela:ted to_ the.form of Gr(•}. 
,. . . .' · ... 

·· In o.rdeJ;" to. app~oximate the continuous. form G1 ( •) by a di~crete 

form,, the way in which the- elasticities S. (t)· change between discrete 
. ,. . l. . ·. .•· . . 

po.ints- in time. must be specified. At the extreme, the elasticities Si (t) 

can be' assumed' to be- approximately constant ayer . time, then 

3.6) 
.. *. Q. I\J.. m : -*. Q 

ln GI· ./ GI.. = ~ - S . ln Y . /Y . 
.. - i=2 1 1 l..". 

. P --_, * ·o,. 
+ r . s 1n:e 10 ,_ ;r:;J., r· r. r -.. 

wt,.ere the- SUpi:rSCtipfa (*, 0 } lndi.ca~.~ whether measurement occurs .. ; . . . ' 

at t* or t 0 , resp~ctive!y. ' 

For ca.ses where: small changes occur £or any prodi.ict,.. say Z~ then 

* ' *·· 
_·-J.7)_·.· ln z:/Z = Z tz· ---1 

: ·.·:.' :_.:, _: 

' ·a~11Jwing 



3.8) 
* o "'· m .. · · *- o · •· n * o 

GI .. ·. JG .. ·I = !: s . y ./Y ; + E .shx. /X. ' + 
i=l 1 ·1 · 1 h=l ~n -n_ · 

p * 0 

+ E s e/e 
:r=l r r r 

• Index rtumber formulae for approximact:ing the Div:isia index are based ort 
., . 

alternative measures of the elasticities S in either3.6) or 3~8). In 
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· each case recognition is given to the fact that the shares do not remain 

.c;:onstartt and. some- alternative is chosen to allow either 3 .6) or 3.8) to 

approximate their change. 
' ' 

Conditional upon the integrability of 2.21) and profit maximizing 

. allocation, the bivisia index is exact in the same sense that where 

3.9) q = g(X;t) 

.Q·. 

. 'tFP 
*' .... g(X ;Q) 
0 

g(X ;O) 

That is, the Divisia index is exact for all functional forms of G.. Where 

* Q. 

discrete approximations to G/GI are employed, Diewert [1976] has 

,ixamined the criteria for choice of an index rtumber formula~ A criterion. 

th.at.has persisted in the literature, e.g., Konyus andByushgens [1926],. 

has been based on the recognition that if the functional form of g(,) 

were knowrt-, the exa<:.t form of the index formula satisfying 3.9) would be 

implicitly specified. In this way, the Laspeyres and Paasche quantity 

· indexes can be shown to be exact forieontief fixed coefficients 

technology•· 
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However, given that the functional form is typically unknown Diewert 

[1976] has suggested that a superlative index formula be chosen, i.e., 

one which is exact for a flexible functional form employed as a second

order approximation to the unknown function.. Thus, two sources of errors 

can occur when index numbers are used: a functional approximation error 

due to the approximation of the unknown functional form of G and an index 

error following from the use of index formulae which are not exact for 

the desired level of approximation. By definition,. use of a superlative 

index results in only functional approximation error. To conclude, at a 

theoretical level, the preferred index number formula is implied by the 

presumed functional form of the product transformation function G and its 

transform G1 .. 

Given that the form of the aggregator function GI is typically 

unknown, it is pre.ferable to adopt the superlative index which is exact 

for the flexible form employed as an approximation o:f the· aggregator · 

function. However, one issue remains •. · In the absence of a criteria 

which can be applied prior to estimation for seJecttng the flexible form 
;,-ti.>, 

to employ, are substantive errors> likely to result from the use of a 

superlative index which is not exact for the flexible form employed for 

the aggregator? For example, the Tornqvist index has been shown to be 

exact for homogeneous translog aggregator functions. What errors would 

result· if it were employed when the. aggregator · function is of the 

generalized Leontief form? From a theoretical perspective, Diewert 

[1978, 1979] has established that superlative indexes provide second-

order differential approximations to each other at a po:Lnt where. prices 

and quantities are equal to those in the base<year. 



Parkan (1975] has compared index number series based on the 

Tomqvist direct and implicit price indexes with the Fisher ideal index 

and found they agreed up to three significant figures. Diewert [1978] 
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extended this comparison ta include the Vartia, chained·Laspeyres and 

chained Paasche price indexes and found similar results. Although .the 

similarityaf the alternative superlative index numbers would be expected 

given Diewert's [1978] results, the accuracy of the chained Laspeyres and 

Paasche indexes is surprising. Diewert (1978] shows that as would be 

expected these indexes provide first-order differential approximations. 

Their accuracy is, therefore, interpretable as evidence that second-order 

effects were small at least in Diewert's sample. When a fixed base 

J 

period is employed, Diewert [1978] finds this accuracy dissolved. 

The remaining issue involved in measurement of total factor 

productivity is measurement of the elasticities (S) involved in the 

is selected. Two approaches have been 

Under a maintained hypothesis concerning the behavioral 

objectives of the firms or sector under study, e.g., profit maximization, 

firstorder conditions for optimization of that objective link the 

elasticities of production of variable products to observable profit 

shares. Similarly, by Hotelling's lemma the elasticities of the profit 

function are linked to observable profit shares as in 2.10). In the 

first approach, if all products are variable, observable profit .shares 

are assumed ta be exact measures of the elasticities of interest and the 

index number of interest is simply calculated from a series of prices, 

quantities and observed shares. 

ii 
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An alternative is hypothesized that due to the usual sources of 

stochastic error,. the equality .of shares and elasticities holds only at 

the population expectation. In this case, share equations such as 2.10) 

are ecbnometrically estimated and fitted v.alues a.re employed in the 

calculation of the indeX number of technical change. Besides the relaxed 

hypothesis concerning the relation between the share and the elasticity 

implicit in this alternative, several other advantages are apparent. 

First, where some p.roducts are not variable the relation between the 

observable profit share and the elasticity is left unspecified by the 

behavioral hypothesis. In this case, the econometric approach allbws 

estimation of the elasticity which is interpretable as the shadow value 

of the product as a share of profit. Secondly, the econometric approach 

allows for statistical inference concerning the sources of change in the 

elasticities, e.g., relative output or input prices or changes in levels 

of fixed factors~ Where the objective of the firm is cost minimization 

with respect to an exogeneously established output level, the cost share 

equations allow measurement of the scale elasticity (see,. e.g., Berndt 

and Khaled [ 1979 D . 

Summarizing this section, the measurement of total factor 

productivity .was seen to rely upon the resolution of a number issues 

concerning the way in which production decisions .are made, and how they 

are related to their determinants. Even if these issues are not 

explicitly addressed, any index of total factor productivity' if it is to 

have any meaning .as a m.easure o.f .the impact of technical change ori 

outp1.1ts' implicitly is consistent with a particular resolutioµ of the 

issues. Specifically, the issues of critical importance were argued to 



include: 1) a hypothesis concerning the objectives or operating goals 

of the firms in the industry under study, 2) a hypothesis concerning 

which inputs are fixed for the firm in the short-run and which are 

variable, 3) the algebraic, functional relation between inputs and 
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outputs, and 4) a hypothesis concerning the way in which that functional 

relation has changed over time. Needless to say, the evidence upon which 

resolution of these issues could be based is extremely weak. At best, a 

researcher can only make reasonable decisions; but, at best even these 

decisions lead to indeterminable errors in the measurement of total 

factor productivity. 

3.2 Requirements of Empirical Measurement of Partial 
Productivity or Yields 

The fact that accurate empirical measurement of the level of yields 

requires the resolution of each of the difficult issues which need to be 

resolved for the measurement of total factor productivity should be 

apparent from the intimate dependence of measures .of total factor 

productivity on a model of choice. By definition, a partial productivity 

index or yield is the ratio of an output, the level of which caµ be 

influenced by the producer through choice of inputs, and the quantity of 

a. fixed input. Yield is, therefore, as was established in. Section 2 a 

.choice variable. As such, accurate measurement relies upon the 

specification of 1) the objectives of the firms in the industry,. 2) the 

inputs which are fixed or beyond the control of the firm, and 3) the 

functional relation among inputs and outputs. These. are exactly the same 

issues which must be resolved for the measurement of total factor 

productivity. The conclusion can be drawn that measurement of yields or 

II' 



partial productivity is subject to the same set of possible errors in 

model specification that characterizes measurement of total factor 

productivity. 

3.3 Requirements of Empirical Measurement of Biases in 
Technical Change 

The definitions of bias in technical change were presented above 

(2.25) in terms of marginal rates of substitution. However, to 

facilitate.the measurement .of biases, they can be translated into a set 

*' of conditions on the change in input choices X • That is, .. technical 

change can be said to be Hicks' 

Saving 

Neutral 
l relative. to '1c if dl,< I ; dl~ 

Using J * or equivalently if dln~ 
* dln~ 

C. 

> 
1. < 

C 

where c is the set of relative prices and choices 

of all other prbducts 

C 
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However, the levels at. which variable inputs are utilized are determined 

by the firm depending upon objectives, fixed inputs and the form of the 

product transformation function •. Again, measurement of biases as in the 

cas.e of measurement of total factor or partial productivity requires the 

specification of a model of choices made by firms under study. The 

accuracy of all resulting measurement is dependent upon the ability of 

that model of choice to accurately predict.or explain actual choices made 

by the fi.rms. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

The above discussion leads to the reasonable conclusion that 

measurement of the level of productivity regardless of which specific 

definition is used will be subject to a substantial, yet unquantifiable 

error. As was noted this error results from errors. in the s:pecification 

of the model of choice upon which productivity measures mu~t be based as 

well as errors in measurement and use of data. In addition to these 

unquantifiable errors there exist the usual sampling errors which 

characterize the point estimates of the parameters derived from the model 

of choice and used in the calculation of the productivity measure of 

interest. 

4. Empirical Models as a Basis for Measurement of the 
Impacts of Technological Change 

4.1 Statistical Characteristics of Productivity Measures 

The discussion in Section 3 has established that measurement of each 

of the indicators of productivity must be based on a model of choice 

which provides a basis for obtaining estimates of parameters or weights 

involved in the calculation of the index. Whether these parameters come 

from econometric models or from other rules of calculation or 

assumptions, they represent sample statistics that are point estimates of 

the true, unknown parameters. Thus, the estimates represent summaries of 

sample information and the point estimate employed can be thought of as 

having been drawn from a distribution-of values of the sample statistic. 
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Similarly, the productivity estimate itself represents a sample statistic 

.that is a point estimate of the true, unobservable productivity. If the 

, parameter estimates were obtained from an econometric model, then an 

estimate of the sampling variance of the estimate will be available and 
' . 

the sampling error of the productivity measure can be assessed. 

Unfortunately, no direct measure of specification or measurement error 

.can be obtained. However, when econometric models are employed, 

estimated residuals prpvide an approximate measure. 

4.2 AlternativeMethods of Estimating Total. 
Factor Productivity 

The U.S.D.A. total.productivity index provides an example of an 

index based on point estimates of parameters where the variance of those 

estimates is unknown. Although the estimates are assumed to be exact 

with zero variance,.,if uncertainty is acknowledged concerning the model 

of. choice upon which they are implicitly'based, theh their variance would 

not be zero. While this series is exemplary in many respects (see 

Christensen [1975]); the absence of any indication of the uncertainty 

that characterizes each year's index,haS led to the acceptance of the 

series as point estimates with zero sampling error •. As noted in Section 

3 , .. the error of an estimate of a total factor productivity index follows 

from error in measurement of the elasticities of output Y1 with respect 

to changes in other outputs, and changes in input levels which were .noted 

by S. , Sh, S • For example, bas.ed on the assumption that firms maximize 
L . r 

profits and. that the product transformation function is characterized by 

constant.returns to scale, the production. eiasticity can be.linked to 

observable price data. In 



4.1) 

where C is minimum total cost given (R,0) and an output 

* level Y, and¾ is the optimal choice of~-
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A point estimate of Sh can be obtained from input expense data and under 

the assumption that the distribution of that estimate has zero variance. 

Alternatively, if uncertainty is acknowledged concerning the 

objective of the firm, or the characteristics of its product 

transformation function, then the equality in 4.1) is broken and a 

stochastic error could be introduced. For example, the elasticity could 

be measured by 

4.2) 

2 where sh '\.i N(O,o ) 

* ¾~ 
C 

+ s 
h 

In this case, the expense share provides a point estimate which is 

characterized by variance. Specifically, 

* 
4 • 3 ) E ( Sh) = ¾ X/ C 

V(Sh) = V(Sh) 

The construction and estimation of an econometric model of choices 

presents the basis for an approach to the measurement of production 

elasticities or shares which takes a further step in the direction of 

measuring the production elasticites under relaxed assumptions which 

acknowledge the uncertainty which characterizes measurement. An early 
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. . . 

classic·• attempt· along these-_ lines was presented hr cri:i.ich.es c 19631 where 

.·production elasticities were estimated usJng data o~' inputs ~nd outputs,. 

A~ econo~e~ric, estimates ·th~ir. relation -to the true, u.nobse~ab1e -

< ela~ti.cities· can -he rigorously cqnsidered ~ . 

. Recerd: advances :in ecorioniic: · theo'eya~d >econometrics allow the 

relaxation ~f several testri~tiv-~ assttmptions:i.mcl.er_lyip.g Grili.ches' wo.rk. ·-.· 

First, t'he i~v~l~ of inputs ~nd Outputs ob~erved an~ em~loyed by 

Griliches do not•repr~sent arbitrary c~mbin~tions:a!'on~:the product 

t~ansfol"I!latiori function.. Only· coritroiled.:labotafory_e~perintenta.tion .·-. 

could generate 'such dati,~--: Instead the 6b~erved levels of ·:i.np-ut:s and 
' ·. ·.·:. ·.:" ..... · :· 

. outputs at. any po.int ,in;'tj.~~ are i~te~~.~la~ed by the fact "t_hat .. ;hey were 

. chose~ ~y ·~·roducer~ a.s not only techni-¢ally· eff;Lcient:,"hut' also·· 
. . 

. . ' :~ ·: . . .. -. ; : .. . .'. : . ,: ·: 

econom.i,ca.lly efficient. givlan producer objecti'lfes / prices, fix:ed: factors 

and ,tec:h~ical eft°ic.ienc:y~, .•.. Given this result. e'stimates of· the production 

·.··--.-.dastJc;ties, in~~t:i~~:.base'd up.on· a. niodef ~f ~hoice •:-_.Secondly, G,riliches·. ,·· 

assumed·tnat ihpllts add outputs are· ~om~thet1~J11y ~epfl~a•bli and,', 
.. . . ~- . . 

therefore; all outputs cari •. be meaningfully a,g~:tegated into one aggregate 
. , ' . 

•· output~ ·_As was. noted in Secti~n 2.1: this implie$ th.9.t ·input choices can 
. · .. :· :.:.' . . :· .. ·· . . . ,· 

be .made in.depencieneiy oi. o~tput ~ho~ces·. Fin;li;r, by the use of the 

-__ cobb,..~6ugias ~lgehl"aid functiona_l form; ~ril:tches·· was. forced to• assum,e ·. 
. . '. ' ' '' '.:- :· 

•-. th~t 'the etist:;i.Citf.o:f, suhstitut,i.oil be tweeµ, inputs 'wa;i,u~itY~. · . . '; ··-·· . · ... •. . . ' .,' ',. . . . . ' 

f.sim:i.lar appro#Ch unde·r relaxed,ass~rilp:tions· has b~en Proposed by· 

· Weaver [ I977] based'. on:applic.itiori of duality ,.t:~eory: (see e .g~, Puss and 

.·' _ijcfadde~ I·r978JS a.nd an· e,tplic~tly st~ted. ~odel. of choice. In general . 

'tet:ins,\give11 a hypothesis,-co1:i.:c~rn:i.ng"·the ol:)jeciives·ox, tlie firm and 

el.astfcitiei-·of v~ric1ble'. are.-· 
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linked to prices as in 4.1) by the necessary conditions or rules for 

achievement of the firm's objectives. For example, suppose the firm is 

hypothesized to maximize expected profits in the face of price 

uncertainty, and a multiple output·product transformation. That is; the 

firm chooses a (m x 1) vector of outputs Y and an (n x 1) vector of 

variable inputs to solve! 

4.4) max 1T = P'Y - R'X 

Y, X 

s.t. YI - G(Y, x;e ,K) 

where P is a irr x 1 vector of expected output prices 

and Risa n x I vector of input prices. 

The necessary conditions for this problem's soluti.on can be written: 

4.5a) PlGi + P. = 0 ¥ i=2, ••• m 
1 

4.Sb) PlGh - ¾ = 0 ¥ h=l, ••• n 

The solution of these structural equations allows the derivation of 

traditional output supply and input demand functions: 

4.6) ¥ i=l, •.. m 

4 .7) V-·h=l, ••• n 

From 4.6) and 4.7), the production .elasticities can be written as i:equal 

to shares of expected revenue earned by output 1ft 1: 
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Given an algebraic form for G(•) the system of equations in 4.6) and 4.7) 

or.those in 4,8) and 4.9) could be used to directly estimate the 

production elasticities. Given these estimates .desired productivity 

estimates can be derived. 

A convenient alternative is suggested by. duality theory. By 

substitution of equations 4.6) and 4.7) into the definition of expected 

profits in 4.4), the expected profit function can be_derived: 

· 4.io) * 'IT = P'Y(P,R;6K) - R'X(P,R;6K) 

= 7r(P,R; 6,K) 

By differentiation and use of 4.5), Hotelling's lemma establishes: 

4 •. 11) d'IT/'ap. 
1 

4.12) 

* == Y. (P,R;0~K) = Y1. 1 . 
¥ i=l, ••• m 

r; h=l, ••• n 

Differentiating the profit function 4 •. 10) with respect· to K and 

writing the result in terms of percentage changes (indicated by a dot), 

the percentage change in profit can be written: 

where n represents the elasticity of profit with respect 

to a change in thE:? subscripted determinant of 

choice .(P, R, or 0 ) , and 

0 

B r~presents an index of the effect of technical 

change on profits, or a measure of total profit 

diminution. 
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As is demonstrated in Weaver [1977, 1981] and as has also been 

0 

established by Christensen, Jorgenson and Lau [1973] in other contexts, B 

represents a simple transformation of the multiple output measure of 

.0 

total factor productivity change TFP: 

4.14) 
0 

TFP 
0 

= B/M 
1 

Several important conclusions follow immediately from .this result, 

see Weaver [ 1977, 1981 J for details. First, it is noted that by use of 

4 • 11 ) and 4 • 12 ) , 

4.15) 

4.16) 

* M1 = Y.P.Irr = 
1 1 

'\, '\, 

p. 
1. 

'JT 

o'JT 
= - ai? 

¾ 

'\, = 'JT.(P,R;0,K) 
1. 

'\, 

'JTh (P ,R; 0 ,K) 

where 'JTi and 1Th are logarithmic derivatives of 

the profit function 4 ~ 10). 

'\, '\, 

If 1) algebraic functional form is specified for IT( ) , 2) 1Ti and '!Th are 

appropriately derived from that form and 3) additive, random disturbances 

are added to each equation 4.15) - 4.16), then this system can be 

econometrically estimated and sample estimates of ni and nh determined. 
Q 0 

These, in turn, could be used for the calculation of Band TFP •. By their 

dependence upon an explicit model of choice the specification and 
Q 0 

measurement errors involved in Band TFP could be rigorously addressed. 

Bytheir dependence upon an explicit econometric model, their sampling 

errors could be calculated. Finally, by use of one of many of the 

recently proposed flexible functional forms (e.g., translog or 
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generalized Leontief), the resulting estimates .can be freed of 

restrictive assumptions such as input-output separability, homotheticity, 

or unity elasticities of substitution, which have characterized past 

research. 

At first consideration this approach may appear to require the 

researcher to specify a behavioral hypothesis while direct measurement of 

TFP or yie1dwou1d not. However, as has been argued above the need.to 

specify and explicitly incorporate a behavioral hypothesis is mandated 

not by the particular methodology employed but by the nature of the data. 

Specifically, observed. levels of outputs and inputs are chosen by 

producers and their use in.empirical measurement of productivity, 

therefore, .requires specification of a behavioral hypothesis. 

4.3 Alternative Models of Yield 

This point can be made more sharply in the context of an estimate of 

partial productivity or yield. Suppose it is hypothesized that firms 

attempt to maximize the expectation of profits s:i..nce output prices are 

unknown at planting, th.at they face a product transformation function 

such as 2.1), and that total land utilization Las well as its allocation 

among outputs, L. is also fixed during the production period. By using 
]. 

4.4) ~ and 4.6) the partial productivity of output i relative to land L 

used for production of i, L., can. be written; 
]. 

4.17). PP. - Y~/1. = Y.(P,R; 0,K,L)/L. 
]. 1. 1. 1. . ]. 

The validity of. the assumption that land alloca.tion L. · to output i 
J. 

is fixed is,. of course, not likely since land reallocation is possible when 



production plans are made. If, instead, L. is chosen by the firm each 
]. 

production period, then 4.17) could be written: 

* * = y ./L. = 
]. 1 

= F.(P,R;S.,K_,L)-. 
]. 

For the typical agricultural case,. the vector e would contain 1) 

measures of pre-season climatic events and expectations concerning the 

occurrance of such events during the growing season, 2) flows from 

marketed inputs which are fixed in the short-run and 3) flows of non

marketed inputs such as soil characteristics. The functional form of 
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F. ( •) is clearly dependant upon the form of G( •) • Despite the reassuring 
]. 

exactness with which 4.17) is derived once the model of choice is g;Lven, 

the model of choice is itself subjec.t to substantial uncertainty. In 

order to empirically implement 4. 17) a functional form for F. ( •) must be 
. ]. 

chosen or derived from G( •), and the elements of the vectors (P ,R, 0) 

identified and measured. The resulting estimate of yield for any year in 

the sample is subject to random and sampling error •. However, in addition 

it is characterized by the same unquantifiable specification error which 
0 

characterizes measurement of TFP. 

Strong evidence concerning the uncertainty that characterizes the 

specification and empirical implementation of a model such as 4 .17) is 

provided by the existence of a wide variety of yield models. Nichol and 

Heady [1975] base their model on fertilizer responsiveness and the impact 

of price changes on fertilizer use. Swanson and Nyankor [ 1979 J focus 

exclusively on the time trend in yields. However, in addition to these 

studies there exists an extensive literature focused on the effects of 
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prices, cl:i.mate and technical change on yields. For example, Stallings 

[1961], Shaw and Durcist (1962], Shaw [1964], Bauer [1965], Oury [19651, 

Williams [19.69], and. Thompson [1969a and b, 19701 are each papers focused 

on the interaction of climate and technology. A single equationapp roach 

to the study of the relation between yields of corn to output prices is 

found in recent work by Houck and. Gallagher [1976) while Luttrell and 

Gilbert [1976] focus on the properties of the probability distribution 

fromwhich the yield series might be drawn. However, as has.been argued 

above, because yields are influenced by production choices, models of 

yields must be based upon a simultaneous consideration of climate and 

teclmology within a defensible model of choices made by the firm. The 

choice model developed by Weaver [1977, 1980, 1981] provides an example 

of an attempt to integrate.these factors in a.model of choice. A brief 

description of this model can be found in Section 4.4 below. 

4.4 Alternative· Measures. of the Biases of Techpical Change 
On Input Utilization 

Section 2.3 presented a definition of what Hicks has defined as an 
. . . 

indicator of bias in the impacts of technical change on i.nput · 

utilization. Section 3 .3 noted how this definition could be written in . 

te.rms of changes in relative input use. Lianos [1971] provided evidence 

concerning the nature·of this bias.on the use of labor and found that 
. . . : . . 

technical change had been Hicks' labor-saving during the period 

1949-1968. Although Lianos.' study was path breaking, its current 

usefulness is• limited by its reliance upon an extremely simplified 

representation of th~ product trans£ ormation · function. ·Specifically, his 

approach assumes 1} outp~ts are homogeneously separable from inputs and· 
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2) that inputs can be represented by two aggregate categories: labor and 

capital. His methodology did relax the assumption of constant returns to 

scale and employed an algebraic form for the product transformation 

function which did not~ priori restrict the elasticity of substitution 

between labor and capital to be unity. The last two specifications 

represented welcomed advances; however, the two restrictive assumptions 

limit the study's usefulness. 

Although the assumption of input-output separability was certainly a 

standard of the time, its validity is an empirical issue. The effect of 

this separability can be seen as follows. If technology is input-output 

separable, then the product transformation function 2.1) can be 

equivalently written: 

4.18) YI= F(Y) = H(X) = XI 

where YI is an aggregate output index, see Weaver [1977, 1981]. In 

general, it might be expected that relative input utilization depends 

upon the output mix of the firm. By definition input-output 

separability implies input use is independent of output mix and relative 

output prices. An immediate implication of this is that as output mix 

changes no changes in input mix are induced. If, in fact, technology is 

input-output separable, then the residual change in input mix not 

accounted for by changes in relative input prices or levels of fixed 

input flows can be attributed to technical change (if there are no other 

errors in specification or measurement). Under these conditions an 

inference concerning biases of technical change can be made. On the 

other hand, if input-output separability is assumed, but does not 
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characterize technology then the residual change in input mix would 

reflec.t the effects of changes in relative output prices and output mix 

in addition to changes induced in response to technical change. The 

conclusion can be drawn that the inappropriate imposition of the 

separability restriction can lead to substantial errors in measurement of 

total factor as well as biases in productivity if,· in fact, output mixes 

have changed •. 

The implications of Lianos' representation of all inputs.by two 

aggregate measures labeled labor and capital is not easy to determine. 

!mplici tly, this specification assumes the inputs aggregated in the 

capital account are homogeneously separable from those in the labor 

account and that choice of which labor inputs are used can be made 

independently of the choice of which capital inputs are. used •. This 

specification decision may have been necessary du.e to the restrictive 

properties<of algebraic functional forms available at the time. However, 

one important implication of its adoption is that the biases of technical 

change on relative use of .important subcategories of inputs. such as 

petroleum products or fertilizer could not. be identified, and. biases 

meastired for the two aggregate inputs may be erroneous. 

Binswanger {1974] addressed this latter issue by disaggregating the 

input vector into aggregates of land, labor, machinery, fertilizer and 

"other." This possibility largely resulted from the introduction of. the 

"translog" algebraic functional form by Christensen, et. al. [J971] •• 

However, Binswanger did' employ the restrictive assumptions of input

output separability as well -as homotheticity of technology. If 

technology were homothetic, changes fn the s.cale of operation (or 
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analogously the level of aggregate output) would have no effect on 

relative input utilization,. see Weaver [1977, 1981]. Thus, as the output 

which can be produced by a given bundle of inputs increases due to 

technical change, the expansion of output would not induce a change in 

relative input use. If technology were homothetic, the residual of 

change in relative input use which remains aft.er the accounting for. the 

effect of changes in prices and fixed factors would reflect the biases of 

technical change. (in the absence of other specification or measurement 

errors). However, if homotheticity is inappropriately assumed, this 

residual change in relative input use would also include a measure of the 

. changes of relative input us.e induced by changes in output levels. 

Binswanger concludes that during the post-war period technical change has 

resulted in greater fertilizer and machinery use and a reduction in labor 

use. While these results are consistent with an intuitive consideration 

of trends in the agricu1turctl sector, the caveats discussed above weaken 

the confidence that should be placed in the inference that these trends 

were induced by biases in technical change. 

An additional assumption made by both Lianos and Binswanger was that 

the parameters of their model could be interpreted as representing an 

aggregation over individual farms. Lianos used a time series of data 

aggregating over all farms. in the U.S. While Binswanger used data 

aggregating across farms in states, he assumed that technology was 

identical up to neutral effects across states. Because of the extensive 

variation of production alternatives facing farmers across the U.S. such 

geographical aggregation masks many important questions relating to the 

effeCts of technical change in particular homogeneous production. regions •. 
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For example, what have. been the.biases of technical change in the corn

soybean region of the central. mid-west or in the wheat-corn-small grains 

region of the northern plains? 

Weaver [ 1977 ,. 1980, 1981] has presented a model of choice of inputs 

and outputs which relaxes some of the restrictive a.ssumptions employed by. 

Lianos and Binswanger. Specifically, multiple outputs and multiple 

inputs are allowed and no restrictions a.re placed on the regularity 

properties (e.g. homotheticity) of the product transformation function. 

Furthermore, the uncertainty that faces·. the farmer,. the effects of 

climatic events and the existence of government policies are also 

introduced• into the model. 

The model was estimated for a post-war time series. [1950-1970) of 

state level aggregate data. for North and South Dakota, two states where 

production alternatives are dominated by wheat, feed grains, and 

livestock. !nputshypothesized to be variable in the short-run were 

divided into the following categories: petroleuo products, fertilizer,. 

labor,buildingandmachineryservices, and operating supplies. Input· 

flows andfactors beyond the control of the farmer in the short-run were 

hypothesized .to include: land, preseason precipitation,. the wheat 

acreage allotment, the feed grain base, and a time trend representing 

changes in technology. The existence of input-output separability' in 

this sample of data was tested and rejected~ Results based ona model 

which was free of restrictive assumptions. concerning input-output 

separability or homotheticity indicc1tethat techn:i.calchange had a biased 

effect on relative input use inthe sample. Specifically, biases 

appeared to have :been labor saving, and .fertilizer using relative to all 



other inputs. While the effect on relative capital utilization was to 

reduce capital use relative to all inputs except labor in which case 

capital use. was relatively increased. Petroleum product use was found to 

have been increased by technical change relative to all inputs except 

fertilizer. That is, although technical change led to increased use of 

both petroleum products and fertilizer relative t.o other inputs, 

fertilizer use was increased relative to petroleum product use. 

S. Forecasting Productivity Change 

Given anabililty to measure productiv:j.ty at a point in time or its 

change over a past period of time, to what extent can the same 

methodology be relied upon to forecast future levels or rates of change 

of productivity? The issues involved in forecasting productivity based 

on past experience will be reviewed in this section. 

5 .1 Theoretical Considerations 

As was noted in Section 2.1 the essence of technical change is 

structural change in the functional relation between outputs and inputs. 

In order to achieve any measure of productivity it was argued tha.t a 

stable functional .relation must be introduced by the redefinition of 

inputs in terms of efficiency units. However, empirical implementation 

of econometric based measures of productivity required specification of a 

vector of observable factors (labeled K) which translated physical input 

units into efficiency unit:s. Although it might .be argued that the 

structural change resultant from technical change has been and will be a 

smooth process, such a specification can at best represent a hypothesis, 

the validity of which is characterized by substantial uncertainty. 

•· 
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If structural change is not a smooth process which continues through_ 

time, then its predictability is severely limited. In the presence of 

systematic, persistent processes which can be modeled or explained, 

econometric forecasts can be accepted only on the condition that these 
. . 

past processes will continue. However, even conditional upon such 

continuation, forecast errors increase as the distance from the sample of 

past observations increases. · The increase in this forecast error is 

accentuated as sampling error increases or uncertainty concerning the 

validity of the model specification increases. Figure l presents an 

illustration of this well-known relation between forecast error and 

distance of extrapolation. 

y 

Figure 1. 

Confidence Band 

y 

t. 
time 

Forecast Error for a Variable 
Y Measured at t. 

An additiona1 caveat should accompany forecasts of growth rates. 

Namely,. if. the growth rates are forecast. to persist over a long period of 

of growth must be recognized 



_ rates and tlle· implied lev-els of yields at vart-ous point!il in _the future· 

are repotted_inTable l ustngwh.eat a,s an example; 

Table 1 

Implication$ of Alternative Growths_ Rates · 

-_ of Wheat Yield 
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-----1f"'"'----------------------_,....,---------------....... ....;.......,.. 
Yield Levels Assuming Annual Ave-rage Growth Rates of 

Year .33% .SQ% •. 75%' 1.00% 1.25% 1~5% 2.0% 

1980 31. 31 31 31 31 31 :31 

2000 33.13 34.25 - 35.99 .37.83 39.742 41.75 46.06 

.• _2010 34.25 36.00 38.79 -41.78 44.99 ' 48 .46 ·,. ·' 56 .. 15 

2020 35.41 37~84- 41.80 46 • .15 50.95 56~24_ 68.45 

The. importance of the.se issues _is dram-~tized by an example. As 
. . . . 

. point estimate~' the cre,dibility 'or more appropriately the uncertainty 
. . . . .·. . . '. . . . : . . . . 

. . . . 

which characterizes productivity forecasts can only be established by_ 
. . •. ·. . . 

cons~dering their forecast errors~- - That is; as a point estimat·e the 

forecast is a:· point drawn from a distribution of po~sible values/ Tn the 

us'tlal case, it represents the mean of· these possible forecasts. Although · 
. . ·. : 

... the - va:rian.ce of. :thi~ distribution· ( the varia.nc~ of -- the forecast), can be 

·-

,".'. 

.. · 
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readily estimated, typical forecasts of technical ehange have not 

considered them (see e.g. S.C.S~ (1980], C.E.Q. fl980r~- Suppose for 

illustrative purposes, that the portion of total variation in yield that 

is explained by a model is 95%. Despite this substantial ability of the 

model to explain variation in the sample,. its accuracy in forecasting (or 

2 
the variance about its mean forecast) depends not only on the R (=.95), 

but also on the variation in yields that is to be explained and the 

differences between the forecasted values of determinants of yield and 

their sample means. These additional factors could lead to a substantial 

forecast error. For example, if the point forecast of yield for one year 

away from the sample were 31 .387 representing a 1.25% growth in yield 

from the previous year's 31.000, it is conceivable that the variance of 

the forecast would be large enough that the true value of the next year's 

yield could lie anywhere between 28 and 34. By implication,, the implied 

growth rate could lie anywhere between + 9 .67%. 

The magnitude of this variance of forecast and, therefore, the range 

of uncertainty which would characterize a forecast of percentage change 

would in.crease as the forecast period . is extended. As this occurs, the 

model's abililty to forecast is discounted, however a further error is 

introduced by errors in forecasts of the levels of the determinants of 

yields in future years. The conclusion must be drawn that the 

uncertainty that characterizes a forecast twenty years into the future is 

considerable, In fact, as the previous example has illustrated it is 

unlikely that if the forecast error were taken into consideration that 

existing models which present mean forecasts of LO% growth in 

productivity (by any definition) could reject the hypothesis that actual 



growth would be -1 •. 0%. Given this large range of possible error, point 

forecasts of productivity change are of limited value. Instead the 

variance of the forecast, or other characteristics of its distribution 

(if Bayesian m.ethods are employed) are essential information in any 

forecast. Carrying this lesson back to the problem of forecasting 

yields, if the hypothesis of negative or zero growth in total factor 

productivity cannot be rejected by the models upon which forecasts are 

based, then it follows that extensive increases in other inputs may be 

necessary to maintain or increase p:resent yields in the future. 

5.2 Introduction of Subjective Information into 
the Forecast 

48 

An important limitation in the usefulness of the past in forecasting 

the future is that valuable current information may be ignored. 

Furthermore, only one method as represented by a model is typically 

chosen for integrating and synthesizing past information into a forecast. 

These two issues are interrelated in the sense that multiple sources of 

information which are potentially valuable for a forecast may be 

available. 

Selection of a forecast from a single model and bas,ed on a 

particular data base is an implicit vote of confidence that with 

probability one that model's forecast is superior to all others. An 

alternative is suggested by Bayesian methods, see Zellner [1971]. 

Specifically, expert opinion and current evidence should be explicitly 

introduced into the forecast through a prior distribution. By the same 

logic, a rationale can be constructed for introduction of forecasts based 

on alternative models. The uncertainty which was argued in previous 
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to characterize models of choice grants credibility to such a strategy. 

Johnson and Rausser [1978] have reviewed methods along these lines. I.n 

essence, a weighted average forecast :i,s. calledfor where the weights repre

sent subjectively assigned probabilities that particular forecasts will be 

correct. 

5,3 Econometric Forecasts of Yields or Tdtal Factor 
Productivity 

The issues raised in the last two sections can. be placed in focus by 

considering actual methods available for forecasting yields or total 

factor productivity. J:n the case of yields an empirical form for yield 

equation 4.17) presents the basis for a traditional econometric forecast. 

For example, if at tittle t a forecast is desired· for yield at time t' = t 

+)1., and the empirical form of 4.17) is given by: 

5.1) PPt, = F(Pt''Rt,;6t''Kt 1 ,f3) + E\ 1 

where f3 represents the vector of population parameters of 

the algebraic for Y (.) ,. 

e:·t, is the population disturbance e: ,'v 
t· 

2· 
N(O, cr ) , 

then PPt, represents a forecast given the vector of determinants (Pt,, Rt, 

0 K ') and the sample disturbance U , . PP , ·is a random variable the 
t; t t t 

distribution of which is derived from the distribution of U , .. Giveff 
t 

normality of the distribution of Ut, ,. p.p t' is also. norm.ally distributed 

and its distribution is fully characterized by its mean and variance.. This 

mean forecast is given by 



where IP"n indicates a forecasted value or for 

f3 an est_imate, 

and is traditionally chosen as the forecast of the model. The error in. 

the forecast, 

A A 

5 .3) pp I - PP I ,,;- [$(PP I) - PP I] + [Ppt·· I - E(PP I)] 
. t t t t t 
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results from two quantifiable sources. The first of these is a sampling 

error represented by the difference be,tweenPP t, the forecast f ram the 

sample estimate of the population regression line and the fore-cast E(PPt,) 

given by the population regression line, -i.e. 

5.4) E(PPt,) = F(Pt, ,Rt,; et, ,Kt,, f3) 

The second results from the random difference between PP , arid E(PP ,), or 
t . t 

the population disturbance. 

Implicitly, this classic pa.rti tioning of the forecast error assumes-. 

that the fbrm and arguments of PP(.) in 4.17) are known to the researcher. 

In the more realistic case, this information is not available and the 

specification of the form and arguments of PP (.) is subject to great 

uncertainty. Acknowledging this additional source of error 

(specification error), the first type of error (E(PPt 1 )-PPt,) would be 

increased, but in a non.quantifiable way. The conclusion can be drawn 

that in the absence of a perfect specification, the variance of the 

forecast discussed in the previous sections can only be interpreted as an 

estimate of the lower bound of uncertainty characterizing the forecast. 

Finally, an additional error in the forecast isassumed zero by the 

partition of the error in 5 .3). This additional error follows from the 

. .. 
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errors in the forecasts of the levels of the determinants (Pt'' Rt'' et'' 

K ,) which are required for a forecast of PP. The error in the forecast 
t ·. 

of each of these can be partitioned into sampling error and error due to 

random disturbance where an implicit element in the sampling error is 

specification e.rror. The compound effect of these additional errors is 

to· increase the forecast error and its variance for .-PP ·,:, . t 

Ruttan [1980] presents agood practical example of the possible 

magnitude of these errors. He notes that during the 1950's, Ruttan 

[1956] had forecasted that a continuation of relatively slow historical 

productivity growth rates ( LO percent per year) could permit substantial 

growth in· output; however,. the realized growth rate in productivity 

change was in excess of 2.2.percent per year. 

Similar errors in. forecasts can be expected to accompany 1ong.,.range 

forecasts of total factor productivity. Econometric forecasting of total 

factor productivity requires canst ructi.on of a model of the determinants 

of technical change. The recent study of Lu, Cline and Quance [1979] is. 

exemplary of this approach. It was established in Section 3. 1 that a 

measureof total factor productivity could be written: 

0 

5.5) TFPt 
0 0 

= Ylt - G/Y ,X, 0,K) 
oG 

= dK. 

Obvfously, forecasting of TFP cannot proceed by simply forecasting the 

levels o.f determinants of Y1 which are the arguments of G( .}, i.e •. (Y, X, 

e, K).. In addition to these forecasts, a forecast based on 5.5) would 
0 

also require a forecast of Ylt which depends upon a forecast of the level 

of technical change. An alternative is to rely on the right hand side of 

5.5). Givenahistorkalestimate of the elasticity of Gwith respect to 
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K, a forecast can be based on forecasts of K. The usefulness of such a 
0 

forecast would depend upon the accuracy of th~ forecast of K, the 

accuracy of, the measurement of GK and most importantly the absence of any 

change in GK in the future. It is reasonable to conclude that 

reliability of a forecast based on these required conditions would not be 

high. 

Because the elements of Kare likely to be unobservable, an 

attractive approach is to employ observable measures of the determinant:; 

of K. The problem, of course, is that the theory of technical change i:s 

not well-developed and may not lead to relations which are easily 

quantifiable. Lu, Cline and Quance [ 1979] provide an interesting attempt 

to forecast total factor productivity by explaining. Kt. Specifically, 

they employ the U.S.D.A. measure of TFP reviewed in Section 3.1) and 

attempt to explain its historical variation as determined by the level of 

climatic inputs (W) (which are excluded from the U.S.D.A. measure of 

TFP), the educational level of farmers (E), production (R) and non

production (NR) oriented research and extension expenditures. 

The theoretical link between this approach and the theoretical 

frameworks reviewed in Section 3 can be seen by recalling that 

TFP = Q/XI 

.. if inputs are assumed separable from. outputs and 

Oc 0 

If QI is affected by climatic factors and Kt as argued in Section 3, and 
0 

if XI excludes any measure of these climatic effects, then 
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Q 

where Wis the growth rate is climatic factors, 

. and ~K' ~(;W are production elasticities of G with 

respect to Kand W. 

If K is determined by present and past levels of (R, NR, E), then 

'\, '\, '\, 

5.8) Kt= K(R, NR, E) 

I\, '\, '\, 
where R, NR,, E are vectors of present and past 

where ~·~· ~-- are vectors- -Of elasticities of K 
t 

with respect to changes in the elements of 
'\, '\, '\, 

R, NR, E. 

and by substitution, 

5.9) 

* If TFP is integrated. between two points in time, say t 0 and t, then 

5.10) TFP ;,_ A(t*} = T(} ~ "t W ) 
A(t-0) t' t' t' t 
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Following the logic of. Sections 3 and 4 ,- the form of TC,.) (as is the form 

chosen to calculate TFF) is directly dependent upon the functional form 

of the -product transformation function G(•). Ideally, the -forms of TFP 

and T(•) should .be· consistent. - The composition of each of the vectors of 
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determinants of K depend upon lags in the processes relating them to K. 

Lu,_ Cline and Quance assume T(--) to be of the Cobb-Douglas form in the 

' 'v '\, '\, 
elements of_ R, NR and E and transcendental in Wt. The resulting equation 

can be written as a linear logarithmic fa.rm: 

5.11) lnTFP = atlnR'. +o lnNR 
' t t t t 

'\,. 
+ a lnE + y W . 
' 'i,>t t t t 

I.f t_he parameter vectors. (CG ,<S ,B ,y· ) are assumed constant over a 
t 't -t .t ' ' ' 

particular sample period and if an additive normally dis.tributed 

disturbance e: is added to 5 .11), then it can be estimated by ordinary 

least squares •.. I,u, Cline and Quance es.-timate such a form.of 5.11) using 

·.· an Almon lag to determine the lagged relations between the hypothesized 

determinants of Kt and lnTFP. The resulting equation is used to forecast 

f:uture levels of TFP from which growth rates in TFP' 'are calculated.,, 

While this approach presents a forecast which relative to other 

· econometric forecast~ leaves little room for improvement, the forecast 

errors are nonetheless subject to, the forecast errors discussed above in 

the context of yield forecasting. It is unfortunate that Lu, Cline and 

Quance do' not report the quantifiable variances of their forecasts. 

Although a standard deviation, maximum and minii:num are reported in Tables-

4-6 of their paper these represent characte_ristics of the variation of 

· the mean forecast generated for cliff erent values of the climatic index 

and having no relation -to the distribution of the forecast erro.r. 

Although alternative forecasts are- offered given different growth rate.s 

in R and NR no information is provided concerning the accuracy of any of _ 
' ' 

t:hese forecasts. -·· The: ~onclusion must be drawn that as has been argued in 

'.,, 
'· 
... 
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prior sections the possibility of substantial error in these forecasts is 

great. 

5.4 Non-Econometric Forecasts of Technical Change 

Section 5.2 noted that one weakness in econometric forecasts is 

their reliance on past information and their implicit assumption of 

persistence of the process which historically has generated the variable 

for which a forecast is desired. An immediate implication of this latter 

assumption is that current information may not be incorporated into the 

forecast. In many cases current information may in fact indicate that 

with high probability the structure of past processes will change 

rendering the past of less importance for a forecast. An alternative is 

suggested by the common practice of forecasters to adjust the constant 

term in econometric models to account for new, current information which 

may not be incorporated in the model. The Bayesian and composite 

forecasting approach reviewed in Section 5.2 presents still another 

alternative. The Delphi approach presents an operational method of 

constructing a forecast which relies heavily on current information. 

An excellent example and application of such an approach is 

presented by Lu, Cline and Quance [1979]. In order .to assess the 

possible impact of new agricultural production technologies which appear 

on the frontier, a group of experts were interviewed, possible new 

technologies were identified, subjective probability distributions for 

the occurrance and adoption of the new technologies were constructed and 

impacts on the total factor productivity for crops and livestock 

activities were assessed. Combination of this information allows the 
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construction of probability distributions. of possible future productiv:lty 

levels. Lu, Cline and Quance present the means of these distributions as 

point forecasts; however, they provide no indication of their possible 

dispersion or possible error associated with the point forecasts. A 

maximttm point forecast is provided which assumes early occurrance and 

rapid adoption; however, this measure canno1= be interpreted as providing 

a measure of the.uncertainty or variance of the forecast error. 

5.5 Forecasting Yields fro~ Forecasts of Total 
. Factor Productivity Change 

Section 2.3 noted that the growth in yields could be written in 

terms of the incex of total factor productivity change and changes in 

output due to changes in inputs. Specifically, for the single output 

case: 

0 0 0 0 

5 .12) PP= TFP + XI - L 

o. 

where XI is the growth rate of the index of total 

inputs, 
0 

L is the growth rate of the fixed input L 

with respect to which yield is measured. 

• 
The forecast of each of the elements of PP is a random variable with 

a forecast error. In the simplest case where the distributions of thes,: 

errors for the components are independent, the variance of the forecast 
0 

of yield will always. exceed that of a forecast of TFP, the index of the 

effectof technical change on output. In such"' case, 

5.13) ; 2(PP) = ; 2(TFP) + ; 2 cxI) 

+ ;2(1) 
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where d2(z) indicates the estimated forecast er-tor of z. 

Although it may be true that a forecast of yield i$ of ultimate interest 

to policy formation, 5.13) illustrates that the possible error in any 

forecast of the growth rate of yield depends critically not only on 

accurate forecasts of total factorproductivity, but also on the forecast 
0 0 

errors of forecasts of changes in input uses as captured by X and L. 

These changes depend upon relativepricesancI exogeneous factors. facing 

the firm as indicated in Section 2. A forecast of yields, therefore, at 

least implicitly carries with it a forecast of these determinants of 

input utilization. 

6. A Consideration of Alternative Technical Change 
Forecasts 

Previous discussion has noted the uncertainty that characterizes the 

specification of models whic,h can be used for forecasting as well as that 

which is associated with a particular forecast. Despite this 

uncertainty,. or risk of error the assumed levels of productivity change 

in the0 S.C.S. [1980] and C.E,Q, [1980] offer only point estimates of 

future growth rates. S.C:.S. [1980] employs a forecast a growth rate of 

"agricultural productivityJ' varying between .8% and L.1% while C.E.Q, 

[ 1980] relies on .a forecast of the growth rate of total output of food as 

2 .2%. If it. is assumed that the S.C .S. [1980] forecast is one of total factor 

productivity in agriculture, then its consistency with the C .E.Q. [ 1980] 

projection of total output growth can. be assessed by employing the 

definition of total factor productivity 

0 0 0 0 

6 .J) TFP = Q1 
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O Q. 0 9.· 

6.2) QI = TFP + XI + L. 

That is; growth in outputs results from .either changes in technology as 
q· Q·. 

measured by TFP or changes in the levels of .inputs, Xr or L. If the two 

forecasts are consistent, then the growth in the level of in:put 

utilization as measured by XI or L woµld have ti) fall in the range of 

1.1% to 1.3%.. Because. Hxed inputs 0 other than land (L) were included 

in the definition of x1. the growth ·1n the level of· input use· could occur ,. 
as a result of purchased inputs; the e~ansion of other fixed input use, 

or exp,imsion of land us.e. 

The accuracy of any forecast ;i.s dHHcul.t to assess as Section 5 has 

argued. However, in. the case of these point forecasts no d;i.scus1Hon ;i.s 

offered concerning the origins of suspected or·actual variance of the 

forecasts. Following the discussion of Sections, if these variances are 

of usµal magnitude (e.g •. 10% of the· mean forecast), then the forecasts 

could take. on a wide range of values •. 

7.. Usefulness of F.orecasts :- The Costs of Increased 
Output. 

Previous sections have focused on the problems of measliring the 

l~v~l c:>f productivity at any point in time and of forecasting the chang1~ 
. - . .. . . 

in productivity in the future •. · This .and the following s~ction will 

briefly consider two important uses of. this informatii:>n., The present· 

section will focus on: determination of the possible .costs . of further · 

· increases in output while Section 8_wi11 consider the usefulness of the 

·. · dist:dbution of. the forecast· error for an assessment of alternative 

.. !l!,,, 

'"'i', 
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methods of achieving specific goals for the supply of food. While it is 

beyond the scope an exhaustive·enumeration or 

consideration of these costs, an overview oftheir general nature is 

appropriate. 

The costs. of achieving a.ny level of output fall. into two broad 

categories:. those internal to the. firm and those external to the firm. 

Within.each category there exist two types of costs: pecuniary and non

pecuniary. The pecuniary costs in each case are observable costs which 
·:·.,_..\.:.'"·'·:/~-:·_".,:.-·_,:._. , 

are borne by either the firm,.as in the case of higher Jnput expenditures+ 

br by other firms or consumers,as in the case of higher input 
; , . -- I . 

expenditures which at lea.st in the· short-run are resultant from increases 

in input prices induced by indt1stry'."'.wide expanded use of>in.puL. Other 
'_:.··>_ '"·-:.,\--_'.·_',:,-. '" __ y·,·.,, __ ,·. < ·-: ·: ·-·.· ' ·, ··--· . 

. bornebyEhe· firmmight 1nc1ude.h~gher short-run 

resultant. from input supply bottlenecks or fixity. which 

from adjusting its ·resource 

the best technology cost function. In the long--run, higher production 

cost might be incurred as a result of myopic behavior which cc;iuld lead to 

substftutiori c,f. slowly renewable soil inputs for high.ly. prtc~d. marketed 

inputs. External pecuniary. costs would include such costs as those 

incurred by increased soil erosion or chemical ·run-of:fs. In. addition, 

considered. 

Non-pecun:i;ary costs whether internal 

from preferences of the firm's management or society which are unre1ated 

. to monetary Values., .Fo:r this reason, .their enumeration reguires 
. . 

knowledge of these preferences.· is· the.· traditional concensus 
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in the U.S. that family farming is an institution which deserves 

protection. If scale economies indicated that substantial increases in 

output could be achieved by reorganization of family sized farms into 

larger scale production units, then the loss of family farming would 

inct.1r a non-pecuniary external cost. At this extreme, when the external 

cost may be borne by all of society it is labeled a. social cost. Non

pecuniary costs which may be internal to the firm are constituted by thE~ 

vast array of social, political and cultural preferences which often 

affect production decisions and the adoption of new technology. 

While measurement of non-pecuniary costs is extremely difficult and 

involves methodologies which are. independent of those employed to measure 

or forecast productivity, .. an estimate of pecuniary costs of expanded 

output can be obtained from information required to measure or forecast 

productivity. Est:Lmates of the short-run cost impacts of increased use 

of inputs can be directly obtained from parameter estimates obtained by 

the estimation of a profit function as proposed in.Section 4. Given a 

projected scenario for prices and levels of fixed factors, projections of 

input-use, output supply and short-run cost and profit are easily 

attainable. In addition, changes in costs and profits which could be 

expected to result from changes in scale of operation or output mix could 

also be foreca~ted~ 

External pecuniary costs of expanded output would be more difficult 

to.forecast. Certainly~ the research and extension expenditures 

necessary for attainment of target levels of productivity could be 

determined using a methodology such as that used by Lu~ Cline and Quance,, 

The probable costs of converting land to be suitable for crop production 

" 
.~ 

·.; 
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could also be estimated. Perhaps most difficult to project would be the 

external costs incurred by expanded use of particular types of inputs. 

For exampl~, petroleum intensive input expansion depends upon supply and 

price levels which are diffic.u],.t to forecast. ·. However, demand for 

particular pesticides, herbicides or fertilizer constituents are highly 

responsive to output price levels (see· e.g., Weaver [1980]), the' effects 

of expanded demand on prices would require careful study of the 

competitive characteristics of the local markets for these products. 

8. An Insurance Approach to Food Security Based on 
The Distribution of the Forecast Error 

The importance of the distribution of the forecast error for the 

consideration of alterna.tive means of achieving va.rious food security 

objectives can be illustrated by an example. Suppose that a forecast of 

total factor productivity change is obtained from a composition of 

econometric forecasts and expert opinion and that an estimate of the 

distribution f( •) of the forecast error T is also available.. For 

example, if 

(' 

8.1) 
O O 0 

T = TFP - TFP 

then 

8.2) 0 I\, 2). 
T ·• N(O,crT 

. " 

where TFP is the mean forecast 

2 cr~ as noted is Section 7 is not a constant but depends upon 

2 
1) a , th.e variance of .the disturbance in the 

2 
relation t1sed to forecast TFP,, and 2) o- o , 

TFP 
the variance of the sampling error. 
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Social preferences concerning food security would provide a basis 

for the definition of a welfare function which would describe the welfare 

resultant from particular events or types of insecurity in the supply 1)f 

food. For example, suppose the focus of social concern were the relat:Lon 
O· 

between the growth rate in demand (Qd) and that of the supply of food 
0 

(Q ); however, the costs (C) of achieving various levels of balance 
s 

between these 'growth rates is also of social importance. Suppose these! 

preferences could be represented by a welfare function W( •) defined at a 

particular time t as: 

8.3) W = W(B, C) 

where 

o, 

C = C(TI,E) where c1 < 0 
o· 0 0 0 

TI= M (P + Y) - M {R + X), 
y X 

My' Mx are vectors of revenue and expenditure shares of 

profit, 
0 0 0 0 

E = E(Y,X,L) represents the external cost of growth, and time 

dating subscripts have been omitted. 

0 

Note that cost C can be considered as including both pecuniary :rr: and non-
0 

pecuniary internal as well as external costs in the vector E. Finally, ,., 

suppose the growth rates of demand and supply are determined as follows 

(in m~trix notation): 

8.4) 
0 d O d 0 

Qd = 11 p P + 11 cp ¢ 
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8.5) 
o S .o'. S·o , S o. S o 
Q = n .. · 11· + n R + n .K + n1 1 ·s p - R.· L 

d s 
where n ' n are vectors o;f demand and 

production elasticities. 

Now, in the context of planning the problem is to select the growth 
O· o o· O 0. 0· O 

rates of the elements of Y, X, and L for given scenarios of (P, <P, K, R). 

Since these latter growth rates are random, and endogeneous in the long

run assume the planner seeks to maximize the expected present value 
'\, 

discounted stream of welfare w. resultant from time t to a horizon Jl. which 
o· o• o 

would result from a particular set of actions (Y, X, L). The 
o: o· O'· o · 

distributions of (P, R, K,<P) can be derived from the distribution of 

respective forecast errors. Suppose that the actions which optimize W 

o* o* o* 
are labeled. (Y , X ~. L ) • Now suppose that the worst possible case 

0' 0 0 0 

outcome for (P, R, K, <P) occurs. The loss in welfare can be written: 

8.6) 
'\, o* o* o* ~ o* o* o* 

D = W(Y ,X ,L ) - W (Y ,X ,L ) 

<T 

where W is the present value discounted stream 

of welfare which actually resulted from 

o* o*; o* 
(Y, X, L) given the worse possible 

0 0 0 0 '\, 

outcome for (P, R, K, qi), while W represents 

maximum expected welfare given the subjective 
o· o Q o, 

distribution held for (P, R, K, ¢). 

If W satisfies traditional neo~classical properties, then D will be 

positive and interpretable as the loss incurred as a result the 

occurrance of the worse possible case. Alternatively, the value D 

multiplied by the probability of the occurrance of the worst case can be 
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interpreted as the insurance value of protection from the worse possible 
0 0 0 Q 

outcome of (P, R, K, <j>), i.e., the amount the planner should be willing-

to-pay to avoid the worst outcome. In the case of food security it is 

likely that there exist a number of unexceptable or the worst possible 

scenarios which could occur with non-zero probability. The probabililty 

of each of these can be determined from the forecast error distributions. 

One form of insurance could be thought of as the expense incurred as 

a result of increasing the availability of a particular input beyond the 

'\, 
level which would result from optimization of W. Specifically, consideir 

an increase in i'..*. By definition, of ~ and the assumption that :lw/aL 2: < 

o, 

'\, o* o* o* 
aw(Y ,x ,1) 

0 < 0 
oL 

o o o o o* o* o* o* 
whereas, for (P ,R,K,<P) less than (P ,R ,K ,<P ) 

'\, 

which leads to W, 

aw 0 

> 0 -0-

oL 
Therefore, 

'\, 0 

an aw aw < 0 -0 = -o - -0 

oL a1 oL 

0 0 

Similar results hold for Y and X. It follows then that loss incurred as 

a result of undesirable possible outcomes can be reduced by control of 
0 0 0 0 0 

(Y, X, L). The problem with this approach is that Y and X (as 

interpreted as marketed inputs) may not be as directly controllable as 

/\ 
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o, 

might L, the growth rate of land stocks. If this were the case,. a strong 

argument could be constructed for the management of land stocks to 
. . . 

. . 

achieve a growth rate which reduces the possible loss to an acceptable 

level~. Clearly, the role of controllable determinants of·technical 

change such as research and extension expenditures must also be· 

recognized. The work of Lu,. Cline and Quance [1979], Ruttan· [1980], 

Evenson [ 1968] ,, and Griliches [ 1964] establishes a strong relation 

between these.expenditures and productivity change. However, given the 

uncertainty which characterizes the lag in their effects and the 

magnitude of their effects, land management may provide the most 

expedient, least-cost alternative for insuring against the losses which 

would occur if worse possible scenarios, were realized • 
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